
All Staff Meeting Minutes 

 

May 18, 2016 
 

Attendees: Brett Arno, Ellen Bahr, Stephen Crandall, Amanda Criss, Susan Eszes, Natalie 

Skwarek, David Snyder, Linda Sootheran, Brian Sullivan 

Opening Remarks 

Steve reported that construction has begun on the additional Herrick study rooms and archival 

storage unit. One study room will be located in half of Natalie’s current office and the other in 

the storage room next to the back door to the parking lot. The archival storage unit will be 

located where the Confucius Collection previously resided; while it will initially not be climate 

controlled, an air conditioner may eventually be installed between the unit and the 24-hour study 

room. Hinkle Library plans to transfer the collections of the Alfred Historical Society to Herrick 

and it will be held in this new space. 

Staff Updates 

Linda stated that over the course of the semester, she has worked on catalog clean-up, temp 

location records including reserves, and duplicate records. She has also cleared out all of the 

books in the storage room and will begin to integrate them into the General Collection. Linda 

requested that Ellen run a report to determine what additional materials may be weeded. It was 

suggested that the report could be narrowed down by publication date or collection. Nisha, a 

student worker for Special Collections, will have time to work on general library summer 

projects if needed, so Linda encouraged staff to let her know if anyone needs help. She also 

mentioned that she will no longer be distributing pink slips when material requests arrive; Access 

Services staff send out emails to patrons and the pink slips are a duplication of efforts.  

Amanda announced that her work in the ILL department is going smoothly and that she has 

maintained a good workflow throughout the semester. She mentioned that the process for 

attaining dissertations has been updated. In July, Amanda will generate a statistics report. 

Natalie shared that her semester at the front desk was successful and that the group of students 

she supervised were a pleasure to work with. She spent much of her time also focusing on the 

digitization initiative of the Digital Projects Work Group. She is in the process of completing a 

pilot digitization project that involves the Howells Frechette Collection. This summer, Natalie 

will update the desk manual; work with Brian and Dave to create an ITS training plan for this 

year’s orientation; put together a Herrick, CAS, and ITS staff poster; finish up the Howells 

Frechette project; file the remaining athletics files in the annex; work on the yearly database 

statistics; and update Herrick’s inventory list. 

Ellen has edited all of the metadata in AURA, has added a ‘type’ browsing feature to the 

repository, and has worked with Natalie on various scanning aspects of digitization. This spring, 



she also participated in Alfred University’s Task Force on Diversity and was part of the search 

committee for the dean of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. *Ellen is currently working 

with Brett to create a single patron barcode for all AU Library users over the summer.* As a side 

note, she urged staff receiving a new computer this summer to contact Brett so that he can install 

needed software such as ALEPH and Adobe Acrobat. 

Brian noted that the Personal Librarians Program is going strong and that Mark Smith and 

Mechele Romanchock will join the program in the fall semester. An SCRLC focus group gave 

the AU Libraries an extensive report that will help further tweak the program. Brian will work 

with Trevor Riley and Eva Sclippa this summer to write a chapter on the Personal Librarians 

Program. He also noted that he worked with Mechele to create an AU Libraries assessment plan 

and was part of many committees over the course of the semester, including the committee for 

choosing this year’s Outstanding Senior. In the fall, calls for the ITS helpdesk will be received at 

Herrick’s front desk after 4:30 p.m. on weekdays. 

Brett has updated Herrick’s movies search option to include movies in Kanopy and Scholes. He 

has also been involved in the Digital Projects Work Group in which he has primarily evaluated 

storage needs and file naming conventions. Brett is currently working with Trevor Riley on the 

transition to LibGuides 2.0 and with Scholes’ ALEPH system to make use of the patron loader 

feature. ILLIAD iterations for Herrick and Scholes are now ready to be combined and to match 

each other; Brett has created uniform print and email templates and ALEPH updates for both AU 

libraries’ ILL departments. 

Dave computed coffee sales and found that Herrick sells an average of 35 cups per week during 

the semester and goes through 10 pounds of ground coffee or 1,200 cups over the course of finals 

week. He requested that a larger trashcan be purchased to decrease the mess that occurs in the 

café during high traffic events. Ellen suggested that an evening custodian could also help to 

mitigate the mess during finals week. Dave mentioned that he has switched from Eaton to Office 

Max for all of Herrick’s coffee and coffee supplies; Office Max offers prices that are 

substantially more cost effective than Eaten. This summer, he will focus on cleaning up the 

reserves, filling in the fall schedule, and creating an ITS training plan for orientation. He will 

also be travelling to the west coast to do more research on his book about Alex Yunevich. 

 Susan reported that her semester went well. The large periodical project from last summer is 

completed and she is currently in the process of finishing up a smaller periodical project. She 

graciously offered to help others with projects that may require additional assistance. It was 

suggested that perhaps Susan could help Natalie with the yearly database statistics or library 

event promotion projects. Steve encouraged all staff to help others on projects when time permits 

and to ask for help on projects if assistance is needed. 

Steve closed the meeting by making several announcements. He stated that circulation statistics 

indicate that the weeding process of the library collection was definitely needed. After the 



current project is complete we may begin a second round of weeding. He also stated that he 

purchased two pieces of art from graduating student workers Morgan Angus and Danielle Furia 

for Herrick and praised Charmine Parks and Catherine Groh for being inducted into Phi Beta 

Kappa. Ellen commented that the painting downstairs is protruding from the wall and that if the 

structuring of the painting cannot be fixed, it should be taken down. Steve shared his enthusiasm 

about the new printing system; it has significantly reduced printing issues and has proved to be 

more cost efficient for the AU libraries.  


